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The Immigration Reform Movement is loosing ground in the Battle of Ideas.
lWe realized on starting FAIR in 1979 that immigration reform battle wouldbe won in the end by the side that had the best ideas. those most closelyattuned to the times, and the best articulated. The thitd staff person wehired, after Roger Conner and a secretary, was a staff writer. He began toproduce our newsletter, op ed pieces. testimony. and articles. Our goal wasto make immigration reform a legitimate topic of discussion among thinkingpeople.

Initially, we had the field largely to ourselves. and gained much ground.We had the satisfaction of seeing many of our phrases and ideas quoted back tous. No longer was Emma Lazurus'~ poem spewed forth as an automatic andsufficient answer to any immigration question. People began to actually thinkabout immigration.

Unfortunately, in a time of tight finances. we had to cut the staffwriter's position. At the same time, the pro-immigration forces wereawakening to the issue, producing the likes of Julian Simon and the HeritageYou dation's reports favoring open immigration. Their star is now in theascendency, as they have the manpower. the material. and the lOOney to crank81l papers, run seminars, and supply speakers, and so on. In addition. they...- he ear of the President. If we do not successfully meet this challenge.11 surely loose.

After careful and prolonged study, the FAIR Boatd has concluded that aTank" on the scale of Worldwatch Institute is needed. For credibility."ill need to be independent of FAIR, though the Center for Immigrationies, as we're calling it, is starting off as a project of FAIR. A grantt .........Prince Foundation of Chicago underwrote our study. and providedfor biriDg an initia1 director, now accomp lished.
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